HOTAR ONE ARRIVAL (RNAV)

ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

BASLE TRANSITION (BASLE.HOTAR)

From JABOR on track 191° to HOTAR.
LANDING JAX: From HOTAR on track 263° to YEJWO.
Expect radar vectors to an ILS or LOC final approach course.
LANDING NRB and CRG: From HOTAR on track 210° to LESVE, then on 213° heading or as assigned by ATC.
Expect radar vectors to final approach course.
LANDING SGJ: From HOTAR on track 202° to HABIK, then on 203° heading or as assigned by ATC. Expect radar vectors to final approach course.
LANDING VQQ and NIP: From HOTAR on track 202° to HEBIN, then on 253° heading or as assigned by ATC. Expect radar vectors to final approach course.

NOTE: YEJWO Transition - ATC assigned only.

NOTE: Radar required.
NOTE: RNAV 1.
NOTE: DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
NOTE: Turbojet and turboprop aircraft only.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.